Marine is our passion –
just as it is yours.
Enjoy the perfect comfort on board.

Cabin heating solutions:
Extend your boating season
and sense the elements

Along with specific marine installation kits we deliver innovative high-quality
air and water heaters, which contribute to the enhancement of comfort on
board. These two technologies provide economical, powerful and reliable
solutions to our customers, with heating outputs ranging from 2 kW up to
35 kW.

Heaters are a longstanding tradition at Webasto. For more than 80 years we have
been at the leading edge when it comes to the development of fuel-operated
heating technology. Every day, leading automotive manufacturers and boat
builders rely on the advanced design and technology of our Webasto heaters.

Air heaters

Water heaters

Air heaters quickly deliver warm

Water heaters are the best solution

air throughout the boat via an

for even distribution of warmth,

air ducting system. They are very

as you have at home. They can also

compact and easy to retrofit.

be connected to domestic water
boilers and to A/C chiller systems
for complete climate solutions.

Did you know?
Every year, Webasto produces more than 1 million fuel-operated heaters
for all kinds of markets. Quality, reliability and performance have always
been our top priorities. We test our systems regularly in our own climate
testing chamber, exposing them to varied and extreme temperatures and
weather conditions.
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There is a Webasto heating
solution for every need

Webasto air heaters

Air heater

Webasto water heaters

MultiControl

ThermoCall App

Water heater

Digital Timer



Heat output from 2 kW up to 5.5 kW



Effective dehumidification of cabins



Heat output from 2.5 kW up to 35 kW



Short heating-up times



Whisper quiet-running



Quiet distribution of warmth through



Complete installation kits for quick and



Ideal for sailing and motor boats

simple retrofitting
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up to 45 feet

silent radiators or fan heat exchangers


Hot water for the galley and showers



ThermoCall App

Remote installation saves cabin space
and ensures silent operation



Excellent possibilities for combining with
Webasto chiller air-conditioning systems
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Webasto self-contained units: BlueCool S-Series
Our BlueCool S-Series come with various upgrades. The complete reworked
range offers even higher performance although the units are quieter and more
compact. BlueCool S-Series are the best solution for boats with up to three
cabins.

Air-conditioning solutions:
Enjoy the refreshing feeling of
an air-conditioned cabin

NEW: 50 / 60 Hz
compatible



Efficiency increased up to 15%



Continuous operation even under



tropical conditions



Overall size is reduced up to 20%



New: 50 / 60 Hz compatible



New electronics with USB diagnosis



Quiet operation



Robust design



Soft start devices available as an option

Webasto chiller systems: BlueCool C-Series
Don’t you enjoy the refreshing feeling of an air-conditioned cabin after
a hot sunny day on deck? With Webasto you can enjoy unforgettable
moments on board. Stay refreshed wherever your journey may lead you.

The C-Series stands for standardized chiller units for small to medium boats.
The range goes from 16,000 BTU / h up to 108,000 BTU / h. These units offer the
best cabin comfort because they enable you to provide the required amount of
cooling and heating wherever needed. The units come in 230 V 50 / 60 Hz voltage.


higher efficiency

Self-contained units

Chiller systems

Self-contained cooling units

For larger boats with several cabins



are the best solution for boats

a central chilled water system is

50 / 60 Hz compatible



with up to three cabins. Every

often the best choice. It consists of

Even more compact design



cabin is equipped with one unit

a chiller A/C unit which is typically

New improved electronics for easy

which is dimensioned according

installed in the engine room and

to the cabins cooling / heating

individual air handlers for each cabin.

demand.

This system allows an individual
temperature control for each cabin.
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Improved performance and up to 15%



Continuous cooling capacity even in
tropical conditions

installation and diagnosis via USB cable


Optional CAN-Bus for optimized
adaptation to boat systems



Reduced compressor noise
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Webasto variable speed chillers: The BlueCool V-Series

Webasto climate accesories

The BlueCool V50 M, part of the all-new V-Series chiller systems brings

BlueCool Soft Starts for
S-, C- and P-Series

innovation to the industry with the latest technology for maximum performance
in varying weather conditions. The BlueCool V50 M has a cooling capacity up
to 50,000 BTU / h and is suitable for boats with three or more independent cabins.



Reduction of electrical starting
peak up to 70%



Super quiet operation



Fully 50 / 60 Hz compatible



50 / 60 Hz compatible



Monitors supply voltage and



Ultra light and compact



Zero electrical starting peak



Low service and operation costs



Universal self-adapting

protects against low voltage


Available as single phase and
three phase



Easy to install and to retrofit

Webasto professional chillers: The BlueCool P-Series
A/C digital control panel

The new P-Series chiller systems for medium to large boats and superyachts
are highly customizable to the demands of shipyards and national legislation.



Automatic / manual cycle switching

In addition to a wide range of cooling capacities, many options can be selected



Fine-tuning of all blower speed settings

to customize the chiller to your needs. All BlueCool P-Series chiller are available



Automatic dehumidification cycle in
absence of user

as 400 V / 3-phase versions. On most models 208 V / 3-phase or 230 V / single

phase is available as well.


Customized design possible

Scroll compressor for heavy duty
applications



Low starting surge through staged
compressor starts



50 / 60 Hz compatible



Many customization options with different

BlueCool Expert Tool

electronics, tropical versions, vibration

Free Webasto service software for

damping and many other features

easy parameterizing and servicing





Optional heating via reverse cycle

A/C unit

USB connection

of the A/C system

function available



One single tool for S- / C- / V- / P-Series

Power output continuously adapted to



Plug-and-play USB connection
to the A/C unit

cooling demand via Webasto
Thermostatic Advance Function



Real-time system monitoring and
remote troubleshooting

BlueCool
Expert Tool
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Webasto Service
Hotline
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Opening new horizons with
our roof solutions

The easy, ready to be mounted solution

© Absolute

The 60-Series:

The 80- & 120 Series:

The economical and robust solution

The roof design for extra large glass or

for more light on board

© Absolute

The 20-Series:

GRP panels

The 40-Series:

The 150-Series:

A electrical operated sliding sunroof with

The exclusive double-curvature roof models

attractive design and safety glass

© Cranchi

© Maritimo

shape, size and design of your deck.

New electric sliding hatch with a

NEW

© Carver

offers you a wide range of marine roof solutions to be customized to the

The BlueSky:
variable tilting and sliding mechanism
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Light and fresh air are essentials on board of a boat or yacht. Webasto
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Gilching Headquarters

For over a century, Webasto has continued to set new
technological standards – in both the original equipment
sector and the aftermarket. As one of the 100 biggest
suppliers in the automotive industry worldwide, we develop
and produce roof, convertible as well as heating, cooling
and ventilation systems. Our products help provide a better
atmosphere on the road, more comfort and security, as
well as increased efficiency for cars, commercial and special
vehicles, motor homes and boats. An outstanding network
of production facilities and dealers guarantees high-quality
products, installation standards and services worldwide.

Webasto Thermo & Comfort SE
P.O. Box 1410
82199 Gilching
Germany

webasto-marine.com
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